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The Cooperative Difference
If you have been a member of GreyStone for more than
a few months, you have probably heard us talk about the
cooperative difference in some form or fashion.

RELIABLE

Power

Your

cooperative is focused on providing

the most reliable power possible , from
maintaining our right ‑ of ‑ way to upgrading
our outdoor lights to

LEDs. We

are

working to complete a brand - new
substation to continue to improve our
electric system .
another way

Reliable power is just
GreyStone is making

life better .

SAFETY
FOCUSED
At GreyStone, we are always
focused on safety; it is ingrained
in our corporate culture. Our
employees are encouraged to find
and correct hazards. During a
pandemic, 2020 has continued to be
a benchmark year in safety.
GSP-1020-1

There is a reason we promote
this way of doing business so
much—it is entrenched in our DNA
as a cooperative. Where other
companies are worried about
the bottom line, we are
focused on making
life better.
One big difference is
that we follow the
seven cooperative
principles. In August
and September,
GreyStone was able
to practice principle
number six, cooperation
among cooperatives.
When Hurricane Laura hit
Louisiana, it caused mass devastation
and created widespread power outages. That is when other
electric co-ops made the call for help. Jeff Davis Electric
Cooperative saw 100% of their members lose power.
When GreyStone received the request for assistance, our
linemen jumped into action to help those in need, just
as other co-ops have done for GreyStone when a natural
disaster has struck in the past.
A total of 16 GreyStone linemen and 10 vehicles were sent
initially to help with restoration efforts, and after a couple
weeks, they were replaced with a new set of GreyStone
volunteers. They faced a terrain that is not like our service
area, navigating around canals and even alligators to get
the power back on for those affected as quickly and safely
as possible.
At GreyStone, we are proud of the work our linemen do
every day. We are thankful for the sacrifices they make to
help in a time when people need electricity most.

Money back ... again!
This month, GreyStone
Power is returning capital
credits of $8 million. That
brings the total returned
this year to $23 MILLION!
As a not-for-profit electric
cooperative, capital credits
are one more way GreyStone
Power is Making Life Better.

capital

credits

o

$ 8 MIL f
LION
+ $ 15 MIL
= $23 M LION
ILLION

Stay up to date with GreyStone’s new headquarters by visiting
greystonepower.com/NewHQ

The latest security systems with an
easy DIY setup from $199.

Protect your home
from the outside-in
Purchase online today!
emcsecurity.com

Member Special

S A VE 2 0 %
Coupon Code “SAVE20”
emcsecurity.com
online only

Call 770-963-0305

Not available in the EU

